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Executive Summary: 
 

Industry consolidation in the form of mergers and acquisitions continues to be a major force in the 

insurance industry, particularly in the specialty insurance and reinsurance spaces1. Deloitte reported 

there were 671 M&A transactions in 2019 (a 1% decline from 2018), and these were primarily driven 

by six motivations: portfolio optimization, improving the customer experience, maturing Insurtech 

market, integration imperative, accelerating insurance innovation, and accounting, regulatory, and tax 

influences2. About half of all 2018 M&A activity involved the same small group of companies, 

indicating that capital and capability/expertise is increasingly centralized3. In the reinsurance space, 

M&A activity is seen as a way for marginalized companies to improve their competitiveness in a tough 

market4. 

The motivations for consolidation are instructive to those wondering why it’s such an important trend 

to monitor. If companies engage in M&As in order to become more capable and competitive, 

increased M&A activity should indicate to other market players that both their competitors and 

potential business partners are becoming stronger and better adapted for market conditions in ways 

they may have struggled to develop organically in the past5. Observers have noted this could have 

unintended consequences for the market. Larger players who now offer a wider range of products and 

services to consumers may benefit from an increasing consumer desire for simplicity in their 

transactions6. Larger entities mean both a broader umbrella under which to innovate, and less agile 

market players who may have trouble adjusting overarching strategies and values to changing 

conditions. Bigger companies might be able to provide more technical options, experience, and overall 

value to customers but might also create conditions where insured’s premiums increase noticeably due 

to potentially higher commissions and fees and/or acquisition expenses7. 

These factors necessitate awareness on the part of strategic leaders in the industry. Smaller companies 

looking to be acquired may take advantage of the trend by demonstrating organizational aspects which 

seem to be of interest to acquiring companies. Those looking to compete in the market may be well- 

served to examine each merger or acquisition closely to try and determine what each party in a 

transaction hopes to gain from proposed and completed deals. Finally, companies looking to evolve 

 
1 Sheehan, M. “Re/insurance industry’s “wave of consolidation” just beginning: Swiss Re’s Reichelt.” Reinsurance News. 
October 22, 2018. https://www.reinsurancene.ws/re-insurance-industrys-wave-of-consolidation-just-beginning-swiss-
res-reichelt/  
2 Sweeney, D. “2020 insurance M&A outlook.”  
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/insurance-m-and-a-outlook.html  
3 Wright, A. “Broker consolidation is good news for insureds. Well, maybe.” Risk & Insurance. September 14, 2018. 
https://riskandinsurance.com/brokerage-consolidation-could-mean-opportunity-for-insureds/  
4 Insurance Journal. “Why reinsurance mergers and acquisitions in insurance will continue: Fitch.” Insurance Journal. 
September 10, 2018. https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2018/09/10/500570.htm  
5 Hilton, J. “Deloitte expects robust 2019 M&A activity.” Insurance News Net. March 14, 2019. 
https://insurancenewsnet.com/innarticle/deloitte-expects-robust-2019-insurance-ma-activity#.XKOi9ZhKi70  
6 Gonzalez, G. “Industry consolidation highlighted by Marsh & McLennan/JLT merger.” Business Insurance. October 
9, 2018. https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20181009/NEWS06/912324457/Industry-consolidation-
highlighted-by-Marsh-&-McLennan-Jardine-Lloyd-Thompson-Gr  
7 Wright, A. “Broker consolidation is good news for insureds. Well, maybe.” Risk & Insurance. September 14, 2018. 
https://riskandinsurance.com/brokerage-consolidation-could-mean-opportunity-for-insureds/  
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https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/insurance-m-and-a-outlook.html
https://riskandinsurance.com/brokerage-consolidation-could-mean-opportunity-for-insureds/
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2018/09/10/500570.htm
https://insurancenewsnet.com/innarticle/deloitte-expects-robust-2019-insurance-ma-activity#.XKOi9ZhKi70
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20181009/NEWS06/912324457/Industry-consolidation-highlighted-by-Marsh-&-McLennan-Jardine-Lloyd-Thompson-Gr
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20181009/NEWS06/912324457/Industry-consolidation-highlighted-by-Marsh-&-McLennan-Jardine-Lloyd-Thompson-Gr
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to meet the challenges of a changing market might consider whether the current climate better enables 

them to buy their way out of deficits rather than focusing on developing programs and capabilities 

from scratch. 

 

Implications: 
 

• Consolidation, predominantly through merger or acquisition, in the insurance industry 
remains at a strong pace. 

• Consolidation is occurring as independent firms are not able to fulfill perpetuation or 
succession plans. This is especially true with the baby boomer demographic. 

• Consolidation is occurring as smaller firms are finding it difficult to compete with the 
resources of larger firms. 

• Consolidation continues despite a shift to a hardening market. 

• Consolidation makes it increasingly difficult to compete as one of the advantages is gaining 
power and control over markets. 

• Consolidation implies fewer retailers, wholesalers, and carriers in the market. 
o Fewer independent retailers means fewer customers for wholesalers. 

o Fewer independent wholesalers means fewer choices for independent retailers and fewer 

customers for insurance carriers. 

o Fewer carriers means fewer choices and suppliers for independent retailers and 

wholesalers. 

• Increased aggregation and cluster models for retail agencies banding together to keep 
independence. 

• Inflows of capital, especially private equity monies looking for return, will leave as soon as 
there is an opportunity to make more money elsewhere. 

• Inability to react to outside pressures such as regulatory requirements and emerging issues 
such as cyber risk, etc. creates an uptick in M&A activity. 
 
COVID-19 Specific Implications  

• Consolidation numbers across all industries may temporarily decline as much as 50%, 
according to Forbes10. The reduction in consolidation may be driven by several factors: 
o State/business closures may impact the ability to close on deals. 
o People working remotely may increase the difficulty in analyzing and agreeing upon 

numerous facets of the deal. 

o Firms may face financial uncertainty and operational disruption. 

o Uncertainty surrounding the global economy may make it harder to borrow money, 

thus more difficult to finance M&A, according to Capital Markets.  

• Alternatively, the impact of COVID-19 may exacerbate issues contributing to the potential 
for more M&A activity, such as: 
o Financial uncertainty, decline of revenue, and potential rating agency downgrades for 

carriers may create a new motivation to sell to a larger firm. 
o Underlying organizational weaknesses in firms will be brought to light in the pandemic, 

which will drive additional consolidation quicker than before. 
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Opportunities: 
 

• Consolidation implies broader strength and cost savings for the combining entities. 

• Larger organizations have better resources to attract talent, and M&A can help an insurance 
firm gain talent, especially in new areas. 

• Larger organizations have economies of scale to purchase better resources such as benefits, 
training, systems, technology and working environment. 

• Larger insurers have more buying power for reinsurance, while others may have the financial 
resources to retain higher limits. 

• Larger firms are consolidating to improve tax structure and investment returns. 

• Consolidation provides opportunities for individuals to break away from old firms to create 
new entities or find new opportunities at different firms. 

• Smaller, more nimble operations can specialize in a new or under-serviced niche. 
 
COVID-19 Specific Opportunities  

• Financially strong carriers, wholesalers, MGAs and agencies with liquidity will have more 
opportunities now to purchase distressed companies that are being sold in insolvency 
proceedings. 

• Firms may focus on acquiring others where they can improve on their technology as the 
industry turns to a more remote operation. 

• Disposal of legacy systems that may be inflexible in favor of more nimble, advanced and 
modernized technology in the heightened remote employee environment brought on by 
COVID-19. 

• Firms that continue with a high percentage of remote workers after COVID-19 
restrictions are lifted could see a decline in operating costs (less real estate, decreased travel 
expenses and marketing budget, and overall lower expense ratios) and more flexible work 
arrangements for their employees. 
  

Threats: 
 

• Having fewer retailers creates fewer customers and therefore fewer opportunities. 

• Having a more consolidated industry creates less competition and therefore limited market 
capacity.  

• There may be U.S. regulatory changes (too big to fail) erasing the boundaries between the 
standard and E&S markets. 

• The larger entities become, the fewer qualified buying entities there will be. 

• With M&A there can be dilution of brand or reputation. 

• Mergers could create a short-term increase in the retraining of employees. 

• Consolidation can increase the uncertainty in the market.  

• Not all mergers are amicable or result in synergy; culture clashes within merged organizations 
may create a reduction in the level of service or profitability for some industry players.  

• Increased debt for the acquiring entity is a risk to the industry as a whole. 
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• Potentially lowered industry innovation can occur when larger firms value M&A over 
evolution and growth. 

• Disruption to distribution channels and carriers, potentially putting smaller companies out of 
business. 

• Entities trying to reduce frictional costs in the insurance chain. 

• Surplus line companies may shift their focus from the bottom line (underwriting results). 

• The employment talent being acquired may leave for another opportunity, therefore reducing 
the value of the combined entity as the producers see greater opportunity elsewhere. 

 
COVID-19 Specific Threats 

• Greater demand for insurtech solutions that promote flexible ways of interacting with 
customers that may decrease the need for the current distribution channel. 

• Onboarding of newly acquired entities may be more difficult due to the fact many 
employees are working remotely. 

• Still unclear what the potential ultimate loss impact of COVID-19 will be on long-tail lines 
of business (ie: D&O, GL, cyber liability) within the insurance industry and the resulting 
valuation of companies. 

• Acquirers will need deeper understanding of the availability of reinsurance for COVID-19 
claims, and any gaps between the insurance products issued and reinsurance available for 
those lines. 

• Potential for increased Insurance Agents E&O insurance premiums/availability due to the 
uncertainty surrounding potential COVID-19 claims against retail and wholesale agents 

• Joining different cultures and creating synergies during or after a merger could prove even 
more difficult with employees working remotely due to COVID-19. The current 
environment may increase friction in a hostile work environment and prolong mergers. 

• Greater need to thoroughly review any inherited company coverage forms or products to 
determine potential risks related to the pandemic or coverage gaps that may exist that 
could impact losses incurred. 
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